Non-Chimeric HLA-Identical Renal Transplant Tolerance: Regulatory Immunophenotypic/Genomic Biomarkers
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Abstract

We previously described early results of a non-chimeric operational tolerance protocol in HLA identical living donor renal transplants and now update these results. Recipients given alemtuzumab, tacrolimus/MPA with early sirolimus conversion were multiply infused with donor hematopoietic CD34+ stem cells. Immunosuppression was withdrawn by 24 months. Twelve months later operational tolerance was confirmed by rejection-free transplant biopsies. Five of the first 8 enrollees were initially tolerant one year off immunosuppression. Biopsies of 3 others after total withdrawal showed Banff 1A acute cellular rejection without renal dysfunction. With longer follow-up including 5 year post-transplant biopsies 4 of the 5 tolerant recipients remain without rejection while one developed Banff 1A without renal dysfunction. We now add 7 new subjects (2 operationally tolerant), and demonstrate time-dependent increases of circulating CD4+CD25+++CD127−FOXP3+ Tregs vs. losses of Tregs in non-tolerant subjects (p< 0.001).

Gene expression signatures, developed using global RNA expression profiling of sequential whole blood and protocol biopsy samples, were highly associative with operational tolerance as early as 1 year post-transplant. The blood signature was validated by an external ITN data set. Our
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approach to non-chimeric operational HLA identical tolerance reveals association with Treg immunophenotypes and serial gene expression profiles.

INTRODUCTION

Continuous immunosuppression (IS) has prevented renal transplant (RT) rejection even between HLA identical siblings (1–3). Three United States centers are conducting RT tolerance protocols in HLA identical and disparate living donor/recipient pairs (4–11). HLA identity may be advantageously assessed, eliminating variability of immune response genes associated with donor/recipient specific HLA polymorphisms. Additionally, immunoregulation (Tregs) may be aided by self-recognition by the recipient of both donor major histocompatibility complexes (MHC) (12, 13). We described earlier in a brief communication (10) 3-year results of a tolerance protocol in 10 RT recipients HLA identical with their living donor siblings using 4 infusions of donor hematopoietic stem cells (DHSC). Alemtuzumab (Al) induction was administered, with short term tacrolimus (TAC)/mycophenolic acid (MPA) converted to sirolimus (SRL) withdrawn totally by 2 years post-operatively. Sequential transplant biopsies at 12, 18 and 24 months during IS reduction, if rejection-free, were followed by total withdrawal for 1 year and a 3 year biopsy requiring the absence of rejection. With normal renal transplant function (operational) tolerance (Tol) was designated (Figure 1). Five of the first 8 enrollees were Tol 3 years postoperatively (10). Of 3 non-tolerant (non-Tol) protocol biopsies after IS withdrawal showed Banff 1A acute cellular rejection (ACR) without renal dysfunction. The remaining 2 of the first 10 patients had unexpected native renal disease recurrence (biopsy diagnosed after proteinuria developed) by one year post-operatively. The 3 non-Tol and 2 patients with disease recurrence had IS resumed or never withdrawn.

We now report on longer 5½ to 7 year follow-up with 5 year protocol RT biopsies and with 10 newer recipients added (7 of which could be followed for the effects of the protocol). There is now concrete evidence of immunoregulation using sequential elevated PBMC Treg subset immunophenotyping in the Tol recipients with loss of such with non-Tol occurring not only in parallel, but also preceding biopsies. Moreover, with newer accompanying sequential global genomic PBMC DNA microarrays carried to 6½ years post-operatively, we can not only demonstrate parallel gene signature tolerance biomarkers but high association as early as one year post-operatively with later Tol designation.

CONCISE METHODS

For details see Supplementary Materials

Patients and Informed Consent

Studies were conducted under the supervision of Northwestern IRB (study #STU00008874), an external DSMB and the FDA with written informed consents from donors and recipients, and all patient data de-identified. Participation criteria included primary renal transplant recipients aged >18 years, with panel reactive antibodies (PRAs) of <20% and negative flow crossmatches.
Clinical Protocol

Immunosuppression (Figure 1) consisted of two intravenous doses of 0.3 mg/kg of alemtuzumab, early TAC maintenance at 8 – 10 ng/ml and 500 mg of concomitant mycophenolate mofetil or 360 mg of Myfortic® (MPA) twice daily. The first DHSC infusion consisted of donor iliac crest marrow purified CD34+ cells (obtained at surgery) given on day +5 at 0.3 – 1.0 x 10^6 cells/kg recipient body weight. At 3 months, TAC was replaced by SRL (trough levels of 6 – 10 ng/ml). The second, third and fourth DHSC infusions of at least 0.7x10^6 cells/kg each were at months 3, 6 and 9 respectively with Neupogen® mobilized peripheral blood purified CD34+ cells. With clean RT biopsies, MPA was weaned between 12–18 months and SRL between 18–24 months, i.e., complete immunosuppressive withdrawal.

Patient Follow-up Assays

Chimerism analyses were performed on cryopreserved PBMC sequentially at 3, 6, and 12 months using qPCR® (sensitivity 0.001%).

Recipient whole blood absolute cell counts for T cells and subsets (CD3, CD4, CD8, and CD127) or activation markers (CD25 and CD28), B cells and subsets (CD19, IgM/IgD, CD5, and CD27), monocytes (CD14) and natural killer cells (CD56) were performed using five color flow cytometry.

For determination of the CD4+CD25+++CD127−FOXP3+ Tregs, Ficoll isolated PBMC were incubated with monoclonal antibodies to CD4, CD25, CD127 and, after fixation and permeabilization, with FOXP3-PC5 (eBioscience, San Diego, CA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

ImmunKnow assays were performed monthly with kits donated by Cylex® (Columbia, MD) using the manufacturer’s protocol.

Lymphoproliferative responses to mitogens and to a recall antigen (tetanus) were performed on fresh patient or healthy donor peripheral blood using standard radioactive ^3H-TdR incorporation assays. PBMCs were stimulated with phytohemagglutinin (PHA) 5µg/ml (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY) or concanavalin A (Con A) 10µg/ml (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) for 3 days or tetanus toxoid 5µg/ml (EMD Millipore, Billerica, MS) for 5 days. Stimulation indices (SI) were calculated using the formula: CPM in Experimental Combinations / CPM in Unstimulated Controls.

Protocol transplant biopsies were obtained preimplantation, at 12, 18, 24, 36, and 60 months postoperatively, or at other times for cause; stained using hematoxylin and eosin, periodic acid–Schiff, and Trichrome; immunostained for C4D and FOXP3, or processed for electron microscopy.

Gene expression profiling

RNA was extracted from frozen aliquots of PBMC using the Qiagen AllPrep kit (Austin, TX) and from Formalin Fixed Paraffin Embedded (FFPE) biopsy tissues using the Ambion RecoverAll Total Nucleic Acid Kit from four 20-micron sections. Biotinylated cRNA was
prepared with Ambion MessageAmp Biotin II kit (Ambion) for blood and the Affymetrix SensationPlus™ FFPE Amplification and 3’ IVT Labeling kit, for the biopsies, and both blood and tissue were hybridized to Affymetrix HG HT133PM Plus arrays and run on a GeneTitan instrument (Santa Clara, CA). Normalized signals were generated using RMA. Pair-wise ANOVAs were performed to identify significantly differentially expressed genes. Class predictions were performed with Nearest Centroids in Partek Genomics Suite (St. Louis, MO). CEL files with normalized signal intensities were posted in NIH Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo (accession number GSE45593).

Statistical Analyses

Data were analyzed as the means ± SD. Parametric (paired t tests) and nonparametric (Mann–Whitney U test/Wilcoxon signed-rank tests) were used among compared groups. Significance was established at two-sided α levels of <0.05 using statistical software (SAS Inc., Cary, NC). For Treg percentage fold change, linear contrasts were set up to comparing the ratios between Tol and non-Tol groups at the post-transplant time points after normalizing to their respective baselines.

RESULTS

Patient Demographics and Clinical Follow-up

In Table 1 are demographics and follow-up of 15 of the original 20 enrollees. Unsuspected or misdiagnosed original native renal disease occurred during the first postoperative year in 3 recipients also described in the table footnotes (also see Figure 2). These three patients: 1. had no pre-operative native renal biopsy, ie. subject #10, an African-American with hypertension and slowly progressive renal failure; 2. had a native renal biopsy showing non-specific glomerular changes first thought to be due to lupus erythematosis but later not substantiated ie. subject #7; 3. in retrospect admitted to transient nephrotic syndrome early in adulthood after having been transplanted 30 years later because of type 2 diabetes ie. subject #17. All three developed proteinuria without change in creatinine clearance remaining on appropriate immunosuppression (Table 1). In addition subject #15 could not be DHSC infused, developing a donor-specific positive B cell cross match immediately preoperatively (previously negative), and #14 was taken off study six months postoperatively for failure to comply with follow-up. All five off-study patients (#7, #10, #14, #15 and #17) have maintained normal renal function (Table 1 footnotes).

With 5 year protocol biopsies it is now evident that the Tol designation is “metastable” since patient #8, originally Tol at 3 years, developed Banff 1A ACR biopsy findings without dysfunction at 5 years requiring IS reinstitution after 3 years of being-drug free, while the other 4 remained biopsy-rejection free (Figure 3 A and B). Five of the second group of 10 enrollees had biopsy detection of rejection before or at the 3 year milestone off IS (Patients #12, #16, #18, #19 and #20, Table 1) while 2 were designated Tol. Therefore of the 15 evaluable recipients 5 are currently Tol after 5 years and 1 in more recent follow-up after 3 years. None had donor chimerism persist longer than 1 year post-operatively (Table 1), nor have any developed PRA or positive donor-specific cross matches (not shown). However,
one Tol recipient (patient #2) developed a tail of the pancreas neuroendocrine tumor resected 4 years post-operatively in the absence of IS for 2 years, not considered protocol related.

**Immunophenotyping of T Regulatory Cells: A Biomarker for HLA Identical Tol**

In our previous report we could not equate sequential PBMC immunophenotyping of T cells, B cells or NK cells with either Tol or non-Tol (10). However, with the additional enrollees and longer follow-up sequential measurement of the CD4+CD25+++CD127−FOXP3+ (phenotypic Treg) subset was seen to parallel, and in retrospect predict, patients biopsy designated as Tol versus non-Tol. As indicated in Figure 4, CD4+ T cells were all markedly reduced up to 5 years postoperatively. However, a difference became evident between Tol vs. non-Tol, with significantly greater and prolonged elevation in Tol Treg PBMC phenotypes sequentially studied from preoperative baseline measurements (Figure 5). This in retrospect actually was associated with the Banff 1A pathology vs quiescence in the protocol biopsies, sometimes 2 to 3 years before it became evident. Although the figure only connotes yearly values, these assays were performed monthly. (See Table S1, in which actual absolute numbers of Tregs in whole blood are detailed, rather than fold change from pre-operative values, the latter normalized to 1 in the Figures.) Other subsets (CD20+, CD14+, CD56+) showed no differences between Tol and non-Tol (not shown).

It might be questioned if a predisposition to allow IS withdrawal, i.e. cause the induction of Tol vs. non-Tol, would have occurred even in the absence of DHSC infusions. However, the DHSC cell dose could be correlated with the magnitude of the Treg fold change from preoperatively despite the overall small numbers involved (6 vs. 9 respectfully). If <3x10⁶ CD34+ cells/kg were infused, Treg fold changes at 1 and 2 years postoperatively were markedly reduced, with no Tol subjects included (not shown). This was despite IS dosing being equivalent in each subject.

**Molecular Profiling for HLA-Identical Tolerance**

Global gene expression profiling was performed on PBMC samples collected yearly for >5 years from the 6 Tol and 9 non-Tol patients. Pairwise ANOVAs (p<0.005) were done in Partek Genomics Suite to identify differentially expressed genes after transplantation. Comparing Tol vs non-Tol subjects at 1 and 2 years, there were 176 and 182 differentially expressed genes, respectively (Figure 6 and Tables S2 and S3). Importantly, only 3 genes were shared revealing the evolving differential response to changing immunosuppression and development of stable tolerance in the first two years post-transplant, i.e. consistent with the conclusion that these gene expression changes reflect the changes in therapy with time. To better understand the evolution to Tol, we analyzed differential gene expression in three groups based on the protocol’s timelines for IS withdrawal, first for Tol vs non-Tol by combining the data from Years 1 and 2. At 12 months post-op all patients were off TAC and on SRL/MPA and at 24 months they were off SRL (Figure 1). By analyzing the data from both years combined we could exclude gene changes driven by time and immunosuppression changes to focus only on the differences between Tol vs. non-Tol in this early post-transplant period when the tolerance state is evolving. We also profiled Tol
patients during the early stages of complete IS withdrawal in Years 3 and 4 post-transplant vs non-Tol patients remaining on full IS. Finally, we profiled the same patients at the late stage (Years 5 and 6 post-transplant) when Tol patents were still completely off IS and non-Tol patients still on full IS.

Combining Years 1 and 2 post-transplant, Tol vs non-Tol revealed 357 differentially expressed genes (p<0.005). These 357 should not be confused with simply the gene sum from the 1 and 2 Year analyses. However, of these 357 genes 56 are shared with Year 1 profiles and 82 shared with Year 2 (Figure 6). These 357 represent genes (Table S4) unique to Tol subjects at both time points and raised the question of whether they could be predictive of patients successfully IS withdrawn. However, because Tol patients were no longer on IS by Year 3, we needed a different analysis approach for time points beyond 3 years. Thus, from Year 3 forward, we compared Tol vs non-Tol separately to gene expression profiles of PBMC from 20 normal healthy volunteers (50:50 males/females), thereby controlling for the effect of IS in the non-Tol group, i.e. identifying genes uniquely expressed in Tol subjects (Figure 7A and 7B). This strategy, used in our first report (10), is critical to distinguish actual tolerance-associated gene signatures from just differences in gene expression created by comparing non-Tol patients on full IS to Tol patients on no IS, as has been done by others (14). This analysis revealed several thousand genes differentially expressed in healthy controls, both for Tol and non-Tol (Figure 7A and 7B), expected when comparing non-Tol IS recipients to healthy normal controls without IS. In contrast, the large differences seen for Tol patients on no IS compared to normal controls are surprising, beaying simple assumptions that Tol patients are the same as healthy controls.

Moreover, there are 3526 and 4529 genes (arrows, Figure 7A and B) unique to Tol subjects at Years 3+4 and again 5+6 post-transplant, respectively (Table S5 and Table S6), with 979 genes shared at both times (Figure S1) all differentially regulated in the same direction. Note that these genes are not differentially expressed because of IS. They were excluded by our analysis design with healthy controls as a normalizing data set for the effect of IS. Tol-associated genes map to multiple immune/inflammatory pathways including CD28, iCOS, CTLA4, IL1, IL2, IL6, IL12, IL17, and CCR5/RANTES signaling as shown in Figure 8 and listed in Tables S6 and S7. Most striking was that these pathways were all significantly down regulated in Tol patients, even when compared to normal healthy controls. Importantly, this significant down-regulation of immune pathways in Tol patients was what we previously published for these patients at Year 3 (10), reflecting a sustained suppression of the immune/inflammatory milieu of the Tol patients despite no IS for several years.

We next tested if the original signature of 357 genes (Tol vs non-Tol, Years 1+2) could be converted into molecular scores and predict tolerance after IS weaning after Year 2, thereby representing discovery of a candidate Tol gene signature to be used while still on full IS. To do this we calculated two separate scores based on the signal intensities of the up- and down-regulated genes between Tol and non-Tol patients. This allowed us to map both classes of gene changes (up- vs down-regulation) to functional immunological pathways in the context of mechanisms creating and maintaining tolerance. As shown in Figure 9A and B, even when both groups were on full IS (Years 1+2) there were highly significant differences in both scores between Tol vs non-Tol patients. However, the first true test for
this as a predictive signature would be if it was still able to differentiate Tol vs non-Tol after IS was weaned in the Tol group, both “early” (Years 3+4) and “late” (Years 5+6). Indeed, our 357-gene signature tested true for this analysis in both time frames (Figure 10A and B, and Tables S7 and S8).

Though the reproducibility of our 357-gene signature in Years 3+4 and Years 5+6 is one validation strategy, a true validation is to test our signature with data from an external cohort, i.e. for “spontaneous operational tolerance” published by Newell et al. for the Immune Tolerance Network comprising 46 patients (raw.CEL data downloaded from the NCBI GEO repository) (15) defined as having stable graft function despite receiving no IS for at least 1 year. The rest were patients with stable, good graft function on full IS (n = 27). Both data sets were profiled on the cartridge same versions of the Hu133PM microarrays used in our studies. The Nearest Centroid prediction tool (Partek Genomics Suite) was used with our 357-gene classifier to predict the Tol vs. non-Tol subjects in the ITN cohort. There was an overall predictive accuracy of 80%, sensitivity 72%, specificity 87%; positive and negative predictive accuracies of 84% and 77%, respectively, and an Area Under the Curve of 0.807.

Finally, we also mapped the up- vs down-regulated genes in this predictive 357-gene signature to specific immune pathways to clarify mechanisms of our non-chimeric tolerance. Nineteen well established inflammatory genes were identified mapping to PI3K, Notch, Ephrin and MAPK signaling (Table S8). Importantly, metabolic pathways were also perturbed including glutamine, fatty acid and glycerol biosynthesis, consistent with emerging data on “immuno-metabolism”.

We also performed gene expression profiling on biopsy samples collected at five different time points (12 months, 18 months, 24 months, 36 months and 60 months) from the first 8 (4 Tol, 4 non-Tol) patients in the study. Similar to the PBMC, combining Years 1 and 2 post-transplant, Tol vs non-Tol revealed 416 differentially expressed genes (p<0.005), 64 shared with Year 1 profiles, 28 shared with Year 1.5 profiles and 72 shared with Year 2. These 416 represent genes (Table S9) unique to Tol subjects at all three points and raised the question of whether they could be predictive of patients successfully IS withdrawn.

We then tested if the signals from these 416 genes could be converted into molecular scores and predict tolerance after IS weaning after Year 2, thereby representing discovery of a candidate biopsy Tol gene signature. As with the PBMC, even when both groups were on IS (Years 1+2) there were highly significant differences in both up and downregulated gene molecular scores between Tol vs non-Tol patients. Again, the scores were able to separate the two groups even after IS was weaned in the Tol group, both “early” (Year 3) and “late” (Year 5). (Figure 11A and B).

The Nearest Centroid prediction tool using the 416-gene signature predicted the Year 3 and Year 5 Tol and non-Tol subjects with 100% accuracy. Finally, we also mapped the up- vs down-regulated genes in this predictive 416-gene signature to specific immune pathways to clarify mechanisms of our non-chimeric tolerance in the tissue. Significant Pathways included Integrin, FAK, VEGF, ILK, mTOR and IL-8 Signaling. Seventeen immune/
inflammatory genes were identified of which 11 were downregulated in the Tol subjects. Importantly, several metabolic pathways were perturbed including Stearate, Acetyl-CoA, Triacylglycerol, Choline, Urate, Alanine and Tyrosine Biosynthesis.

**Cellular Immune Responsiveness Assays**

Because of the genomic findings differentiating Tol from non-Tol with dampened inflammatory pathways in the Tol group and persistently higher percentages of Tregs we asked whether this might be reflected in vitro using mitogens and a recall antigen (tetanus). Figure 12A and B indicate that although IS had been withdrawn from the Tol group for longer than 1 year and the non-Tol group having resumed IS for at least that time, there was no difference in reactivity between them, both being significantly lower than normal laboratory volunteers. Parallel observations were made in sequential Immunoassay/Cylex® testing (Figure 13).

**DISCUSSION**

To justify clinical tolerance studies in HLA identical RT, it has been known for over 40 years that IS has been required even in this setting (1). But, were permanent IS to continue significant morbidity and mortality would occur even in the modern era (16). That regulatory T cells might play a predominant role in HLA identity is not surprising, given the receptive environment in which they can act (17, 18). We therefore hypothesized that efforts to enhance their involvement might be solely responsible for inducing prolonged/indefinite unresponsiveness (19), i.e., to only demonstrate transient chimerism with DHSC infusions during the first year postoperatively with DHSC causing immunoregulatory effects described ex vivo and in vitro (5–8, 19–26). Absolute Treg numbers were not emphasized in the results (although they are extensively serially displayed in Table S1. The reason for this is that alemtuzumab caused variable but prolonged decrease in total CD4+ counts (Figure 4). As such, absolute values of Tregs per ul varied in each Al treated recipient. Therefore relative values (fold change from preoperative values) were relied on. Probably because of this, the effects of Al induction and SRL maintenance on serial Treg follow-up clinically to our knowledge has not been described.

*Ex vivo* functional studies demonstrating Treg effects in HLA identity have been difficult to design because of the paucity of proliferative or cytotoxic T cell responses to minor histocompatibility antigens (4–6, 27–29). What might be suggested by the present report, however, is the possibility that this protocol, currently causing HLA identical ‘metastable’ tolerance, can be amplified to be more effective since thus far no clinical toxicity has occurred, i.e. increased opportunistic infections, etc., despite perhaps being augured by our observations of increased (non-specific) immunophenotypic Tregs and genomic immunoquiescence.

We acknowledge that our predictive immunophenotypic, as well as genomic, tolerance signatures could be considered discovery. Only a single cohort of patients is involved and of the original 20 enrollees, 5 were excluded for reasons described in Table 1 and Figure 2. Thus, a prospective testing of these signatures in a second cohort to validate their utility is needed. Nonetheless, the fact that the genomic signatures held true for both the Years 3+4
and 5+6 in both the PBMC as well as tissue is very reassuring. Moreover, we were able to validate the 357-gene predictive signature on the external ITN cohort. This is true despite differences in the transplant histories of the “spontaneously tolerant” ITN subjects compared to our patients in a prospective, biopsy-managed protocol to induce tolerance with DHSC infusions.

Not described in the results is that the 357 classifier genes were also compared with 49 genes found as a “footprint” of “spontaneous operational tolerance” in an earlier study (14), with 21/49 (43%) of those genes also differentially expressed in our Tol data set across all time points. Finally, our profiling of tolerance did not show a predominantly B cell signature including a specific analysis of our data using only the ITN 30-gene Tol set as well as the 3 Ig-related B cell genes discovered by them to separate their Tol vs non-Tol subjects (15). However, the present report has the benefit of a prospective study compared to what is now being mostly examined in interval analyses (30).

In summary our data suggest the provocative possibility that the blood gene expression signature of a non-chimeric (‘metastable’) tolerant state may be the same regardless of how it is reached. Whether this could be applied to tolerance induced by (mixed) chimerism will need to be determined. One way to explain the results of down regulation of the mapped pathways in Tol patients is to view our ‘metastable’ tolerance as a state of extreme immune quiescence despite no IS and compared even to the blood profile of normal healthy subjects. Is this a consequence of some state of acquired immunodeficiency after kidney failure and transplantation combined with our initial TAC to SRL immunosuppression and the immunoregulatory DHSC infusions? In our Tol subjects this may reflect an active form of immunoregulation, although speculatively in the longer term clonal deletion might still occur and even be measurable (31).
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Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. Longitudinal therapy and biopsy plan in this non-chimeric HLA identical “operational” tolerance trial

The current milestone of the trial has been extended to a biopsy at 5 years (red circle).

DHSC = Donor Hematopoietic Stem Cells; Al = Alemtuzumab; MPA = Mycophenolate; SRL = Sirolimus; TAC = Tacrolimus; Tx = Transplant.
Figure 2.
STARD Flow Diagram for the Clinical Trial.
Figure 3.
A. Patient #8 (Table 1) Non-Tol at 5 years. Banff 1A acute cellular rejection in H&E histopathology found at 5 years post-operatively. This patient (#8, Table 1) had been off all IS for three years, two years after no rejection was seen at the three-year biopsy milestone (one year after IS was withdrawn). There was no renal dysfunction accompanying this protocol biopsy (see Table 1). B. Patient #6 (Table 1) Tol at 5 years. No rejection was seen at five years post-operatively in patient #6 in contrast with patient #8 (Table 1) at a similar 5-year interval three years after IS was withdrawn (H&E stain). Note that the immunophenotypic Treg percentages remained high in this recipient compared with those of #8 (Figure 4B).
Figure 4. Marked depression in CD4+ T cell whole blood immunophenotyping brought about by the protocol
Note that this even persisted in several patients at 60 months post-transplant, but there were no significant differences between the Tol and non-Tol groups. Absolute numbers of CD4+ cells/cu mm of whole blood were expressed as a fold change from pre-operative baseline (log scale). Preoperative values were normalized to 1.0.
Figure 5. Increasing differences between the Tol and non-Tol groups in the fold change of the
Treg phenotype percentages compared with preoperative values as time elapsed after
transplantation (months)

Note that as early as one year post-transplant, while still on equivalent doses of IS,
differences were established between the Tol and non-Tol groups, and that even at 5 years
(60 months) postoperatively while the Tol group was IS-free for 3 years and the non-Tol
group remained on IS, these differences persisted, with significantly higher percentages of
CD4+CD25+++CD127−FOXP3+ Treg phenotypes in those that remained tolerant (p ≤0.001).
Preoperative values were normalized to 1.0. However, Patients #1 and #2 did not yet have
this assay standardized preoperatively early in the study. Therefore, preoperative values of
these two were calculated from means of the other 18 (Table S1) All symbols represent
individual patients (patient #8 is singled out).
Combining the data for Tol vs non-Tol revealed 357 differentially expressed genes, 56 shared with Year 1 profiles and 82 shared with Year 2. These 357 represent genes unique to Tol subjects at both time points and potentially predictive of those patients that can be successfully weaned off IS to tolerance.
Figure 7.
A. **Tol vs non-Tol – Years 3 + 4 Combined.** Venn diagram showing the 3526 genes (arrows) that are unique to Tol subjects at years 3 + 4 Years post-transplant. Tol vs non-Tol subjects were compared separately to PBMC collected from 20 normal healthy volunteers to control for the effect of IS in the non-Tol group and to identify genes uniquely expressed in Tol subjects not on IS.

B. **Tol vs non-Tol – Years 5 + 6 Combined.** Venn diagram showing the 4529 genes (arrows) that are unique to Tol subjects at years 5 + 6 Years post-transplant. Tol vs non-Tol subjects were compared separately to PBMC collected from 20 normal healthy volunteers to control for the effect of IS in the non-Tol group and to identify genes uniquely expressed in Tol subjects not on IS.
Figure 8. Mapping of the 4529 genes in PBMC at years 5 + 6 post-transplant to show the differential regulation of multiple critical immune/inflammatory pathways

The shading of the bars clearly represent the specific suppression of these pathways, showing predominantly down-regulated genes (light grey) when compared to the up-regulated genes (dark grey). The lower X-axis represents the −log of the p-value, and the upper X-axis shows the percentage of genes in each pathway.
Figure 9.
A. Molecular Scores in PBMC: Up-regulated Genes. Molecular scores calculated using the 357-gene signature based on raw signal intensities for the up-regulated genes for the Tol (grey bar) and the non-Tol group (black bar) while they were on full IS (Years 1+2). P-values were computed using a two-tailed Student’s t-test assuming equal variance.

B. Molecular Scores: Down-regulated Genes. Molecular scores calculated using the 357-gene signature based on raw signal intensities for the down-regulated genes for the Tol (grey bar) and the non-Tol group (black bar) while they were on full IS (Years 1+2). P-values were computed using a two-tailed Student’s t-test assuming equal variance.
Figure 10.
A. Up-regulated Scores in PBMC. Molecular scores calculated using the 357-gene signature based on raw signal intensities for the up-regulated genes for the Tol group (grey bar) when off IS (Years 3–4 and Years 5–6) and the non-Tol group (black bar) while on full IS (Years 3–4 and Years 5–6). P-values were computed using a two-tailed Student’s t-test assuming equal variance. B. Down-regulated Scores in PBMC. Molecular scores calculated using the 357-gene signature based on raw signal intensities for the down-regulated genes for the Tol group (grey bar) when off IS (Years 3–4 and Years 5–6) and the non-Tol group (black bar) while on full IS (Years 3–4 and Years 5–6). P-values were computed using a two-tailed Student’s t-test assuming equal variance.
Figure 11.

A. **Up-regulated Scores in Biopsies.** Molecular scores calculated using the 416-gene signature based on raw signal intensities for the up-regulated genes for the Tol group (grey bar) when off IS (Years 3–4 and Years 5–6) and the non-Tol group (black bar) while on full IS (Years 3–4 and Years 5–6). P-values were computed using a two-tailed Student’s t-test assuming equal variance.

B. **Down-regulated Scores in Biopsies.** Molecular scores calculated using the 416-gene signature based on raw signal intensities for the down-regulated genes for the Tol group (grey bar) when off IS (Years 3–4 and Years 5–6) and the non-Tol group (black bar) while on full IS (Years 3–4 and Years 5–6). P-values were computed using a two-tailed Student’s t-test assuming equal variance.
Figure 12. PBMC proliferation response to mitogens and a recall antigen

A. Note that pre-operatively there were no differences in reactivity between the Tol and non-Tol groups (with ESRD) versus normal laboratory volunteers (Patient #8 was still considered tolerant since the assays were performed between 3 and 5 years post-operatively (see Table 1 and Figure 3B). The pre-operative samples analyzed included patient #2, #5, #6, #9, #11, and #13 in the Tol group. The non-Tol group included #1, #3, #4, #8, #10, #12, #16, and #18. B. Note that there was no difference between the Tol and non-Tol groups post-operatively with each group having significantly lower responses than normal laboratory volunteers (*, p=0.03 and 0.02, at the base of the figure). This was despite all Tol recipients being IS-free for over one year. In the Tol group, the assays were performed on patient #2, #6, #9, #11, and #13. In the non-Tol group the assays were performed on patients #1, #3, #4, #8, and #12, all on IS for greater than one year. A log scale was used to emphasize the tetanus response differences vs normals.
Figure 13. Sequential pre- and post-operative ImmunKnow®/Cylex® (ATP consumption) assays measuring lymphoproliferative responses to the PHA mitogen up to 36 months post-operatively. The assays were recorded every three months using the same normal laboratory volunteer control for each patient (with few exceptions when unavailable). Note that the Tol and non-Tol groups could actually be distinguished at many time points at which lower responses were seen in the Tol group and statistical significance appeared to be reached between the two curves (p=0.049). Both were markedly lower than when simultaneous assays were performed on the normal controls (p=0.001). Only patients up to 36 months were studied with these assays. Analysis was performed on Tol patients #2, #5, #6, #9, #11, and #13. In the non-Tol group, the assays were performed on patients #1, #3, #4, #8, #12, and #16. Data represent n=6 per group up to 24 months and, n=4 per group at 24 – 36 months. (At the later time periods, reagents became unavailable.)
Table 1

Patient Demographics and Outcomes in Renal Transplant Recipients in the HLA-Identical DHSC Tolerance Protocol

| Pt# | Donor (D)/Recipient (R) | Age | Sex | Race | Preop Diagnosis of Native Disease | Peak PRA Pre-Tx | Mos Post-Tx | Cr | Cx | Latest Urine Protein per 24 Hrs | Critical Tx Biopsy Results and Time Postop | Latest Tx Biopsy Results and Time Postop | Current Daily IS Dose | Currently IS Free (mos) | % PBMC Donor Chimerism Peak | Current | IS Dose | IS Free | % Current |
|-----|------------------------|-----|-----|------|----------------------------------|----------------|-------------|----|----|-------------------------------|---------------------------------------------|---------------------------------------------|-------------------------------|----------------------|----------------------|------------------------|-----------------|--------|---------|----------|
| 1   | 49/51                  | 5   | F/M | Cau  | Polycystic                       | 5%            | 89          | 1.2| 0/0|0/0                           | Banff 1A-36 mos C                   | Neg-60 mos                     | SRL 2mg C         | ---                  | 0.02                  | 0.00 C     | 0.00 |
| 2   | 56/54                  | 7   | M/M | Cau  | Multicystic                      | 9%            | 87          | 1.1| 0/0|0/0                           | Neg-36 mos (Tol) D,P               | Neg-60 mos                     | 0 (Tol) D         | 64 D                 | 0.10                  | 0.00 C     | 0.00 |
| 3   | 45/46                  | 5   | M/F | Cau  | IgA Neph                         | 29%           | 83          | 0.9| 0/0|0/0                           | Banff 1A-25 mos C                  | Neg-60 mos                     | MMF 1gm 2x C       | ---                  | 0.10                  | 0.00 C     | 0.00 |
| 4   | 39/41                  | 2   | F/M | Hisp | DM II                            | 0%            | 79          | 1.6| 0/0|0/0                           | Banff 1A-36 mos C                  | Neg-60 mos                     | Prograf 2mg 2x MMF 1gm 2x C | --- C               | 0.01                  | 0.00 C     | 0.00 |
| 5   | 33/39                  | 6   | F/M | Cau  | IgA Neph                         | 0%            | 74          | 1.4| 0/0|0/0                           | Neg-36 mos (Tol) D               | Neg-60 mos                     | 0 (Tol) D         | 50 D                 | 2.30                  | 0.00 C     | 0.00 |
| 6   | 35/36                  | 5   | M/M | Cau  | IgA Neph                         | 0%            | 74          | 1.2| 0/0|0/0                           | Neg-36 mos (Tol) D               | Neg-60 mos                     | 0 (Tol) D         | 50 D                 | 1.70                  | 0.00 C     | 0.00 |
| 8   | 21/24                  | 10  | M/M | Hisp | Obstructive                      | 11%           | 71          | 0.9| 0/0|0/0                           | Neg-36 mos                        | Banff 1A-60 mos                | MMF 500mg 2x SRL 3mg | --- C               | 0.47                  | 0.00 C     | 0.00 |
| 9   | 36/39                  | 5   | M/M | Cau  | IgA Neph                         | 0%            | 70          | 1.3| 0/0|0/0                           | Neg-36 mos (Tol) D               | Neg-60 mos                     | 0 (Tol) D         | 46 D                 | 0.01                  | 0.00 C     | 0.00 |
| 11  | 67/65                  | 10  | F/M | Cau  | HTN                              | 0%            | 60          | 1.3| ?? |??                            | Neg-36 mos (Tol) D               | Neg-60 mos                     | 0 (Tol) D         | 36                   | 5.20                  | 0.00 C     | 0.00 |
| 12  | 37/29                  | 10  | M/M | Cau  | Dysgenesis                       | 0%            | 58          | 1.6| 0/0|0/0                           | Banff 2B-1 mos C                 | mild chronic interstitial changes-36 mos | Myfortic 750mg 2x Tacrol 2mg 2x | --- C               | 0.00                  | 0.00 C     | 0.00 |
| 13  | 49/53                  | 10  | M/F | Cau  | Pyelonephritis                   | 20%           | 56          | 0.9| 0/0|0/0                           | Neg-36 mos (Tol) D               | Neg-60 mos                     | 0 (Tol) D         | 32                   | 0.13                  | 0.00 C     | 0.00 |
| 16  | 43/53                  | 10  | F/M | Cau  | DM II                            | 0%            | 54          | 1.5| 0/0|0/0                           | Banff 1A-26 mos C                | Ned-26 mos                     | Myfortic 750mg 2x Tacrol 1mg 2x C | --- C               | 0.10                  | 0.00 C     | 0.00 |
| 18  | 52/53                  | 10  | M/F | Cau  | Glomerulosclerosis               | 11%           | 52          | 1.0| 0/0|0/0                           | Banff 1A-36 mos                  | MMF 500mg 2x SRL 2mg | --- C               | 0.05                  | 0.00 C     | 0.00 |
| 19  | 41/27                  | 10  | F/M | Cau  | Unknown                          | 0%            | 37          | 1.1| 0/0|0/0                           | Banff 1A-27 mos                  | MMF 500mg 2x SRL 2mg | --- C               | 0.00                  | 0.00 C     | 0.00 |
| 20  | 21/43                  | 10  | M/F | Hisp | HTN                              | 9%            | 36          | 0.7| 0/0|0/0                           | Banff 1A-28 mos                  | MMF 500mg 2x SRL 2mg | --- C               | 0.06                  | 0.00 C     | 0.00 |
At transplantation.

Most recent serum creatinine (mg/dl).

Immunosuppression (IS) reinstated in patients #1, #3, #4, and #18 because of Banff 1A rejection seen on biopsies after 12 months off IS with no renal dysfunction. IS reinstated on pt #8 at 5 years for the same reason. IS reinstated on pt #19 and #20 at 26 mos and 28 mos, respectively, because of Banff 1A on biopsy. Alternatively, IS never withdrawn in patient #12 who had renal dysfunction and rejection early after transplant. Also, IS reinstated in patient #16 when rejection and renal dysfunction occurred two months after the 24-month (normal) biopsy when IS was totally withdrawn. Patients #7, 10, 14, 15, and #17 have been removed from the table because of unexpected disease recurrence (#7, #10, #17), noncompliance (#14), and development of a positive B cell crossmatch immediately pre-operatively (#15 transplanted, but not given DHSC). These patients are being followed as intent to treat only.

Neg=Negative (includes no acute or chronic rejection); Tol=Tolerant (off immunosuppression for at least one year without rejection seen on biopsy [bold type]. This has persisted to the present.).

Peak chimerism during the first year which totally disappeared after 12 months postoperatively.

This patient developed a neuroendocrine tumor in the tail of the pancreas requiring resection 4 years postoperatively while IS free for >2 years. This was not considered protocol related.

Abbreviations and Table Divisions: Cau=Caucasion; Hisp=Hispanic; Hrs=Hours; HTN=Hypertension; IS=immunosuppression; MMF=Mycophenolate; mos=Months; op=Operation; PRA=Panel Reactive Antibody; SRL=Sirolimus; Tx=Transplant; Tacro=Tacrolimus. Solid dividing line=Patients longer than 5 years postoperatively.